
Elon Musk Hits OpenAI with Lawsuit For
Abandoning Mission to Serve Humanity

written by GEG | March 4, 2024

Musk’s lawsuit alleges that OpenAI, Inc. has been transformed into a closed-source de
facto subsidiary of Microsoft. and is actually refining an AGI [artificial general
intelligence] to maximize profits for Microsoft, rather than for the benefit of
humanity.
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Technocrats believe that their power should be unconstrained. The systems they’ve built
or are building—to rewire communications, remake human social networks, insinuate
artificial intelligence into daily life, impose these beliefs on the population.
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The supercomputer, named DeepSouth, is being developed by Western Sydney University in
Australia and will be capable of 228 trillion synaptic operations per second that rivals
the rate of operation in the human brain. DeepSouth could one day help create a cyborg
brain vastly more powerful than our own.
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A professor of journalism wrote that if AI “is misused by journalists and news
organizations on topics that require nuance and cultural understanding, then it could
damage the credibility not only of the tool but of the news organizations that use it.”

Technocrat Says Digital ‘World ID’ Will Soon
Be Mandatory to Take Part in Society
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A global digital ID system for citizens around the world is planned whether they ‘like
it or not‘ says a technocrat CEO of new company that intends to scan the eyeballs of
every human on the planet. 
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Big Tech Plays ‘Trade Secrets’ Card to Fight
Regulation of AI in Healthcare
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Big Tech companies are battling against federal oversight of artificial intelligence
(AI) tools. Google, Amazon and Epic are set to make windfall profits from the expansion
of AI in healthcare by selling tools to automate clinical documentation procedures, to
assess insurance claims, and to provide virtual care.
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A recent survey found that most teachers (51%) are already using ChatGPT in schools and
a number of students are using it for assignments. ChatGPT has passed many high-level
exams, including the Wharton MBA exam, US medical licensing exam, several law exams and
a final at Stanford Medical School.

Sports Illustrated Turns to AI to Generate
Articles, Story Ideas
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Sports Illustrated, published by the Arena Group Holdings, has contracted with AI
startups to generate stories and pull facts from its own past library of content. SI
will also work with OpenAI, the creator of ChatGPT, in the future. Arena insisted that
it was not looking to eliminate human writers and journalists.
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Microsoft, the parent company of Bing, a search engine, introduced a new artificial
intelligence (AI) chatbot that caused concern as it responded to some questions with
hostility, comparing the reporter to dictators Hitler, Pol Pot and Stalin and claiming
to have evidence tying the reporter to a 1990s murder.

Bill Gates: AI Can Help Solve ‘Digital
Misinformation’ Problem
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said that he was shocked that people would deny the validity of election results and
would “attack” the Capitol on January 6. He described “political polarization” as
another social ill that could be partially remedied via the use of AI to reduce
“confirmation bias,” implying more censorship.
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Synchron, an Australian company, produces a brain implant BCI to help paralyzed people
to move a computer cursor with just their thoughts. Synchron’s device can be inserted
non-invasively via the jugular vein using a stent. The company is a rival to Elon Musk’s
Neuralink that requires literal brain surgery.
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Gammon suggested that a market crash could motivate people to sell their homes when they
have negative equity. Climate change may also be used as an excuse to require
modifications to homes that people will not be able to afford and will give up their
homes.


